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УДК 539.14

А.В.Выстрэнко, И.П.Охрименно

СРЯЗЬ между кластерным и коллективным квадрупольньм каналами
в " Ne и вероятности Е2-перзходов между состояниями связанного
и непрерывного спектров

Исследуются рероятности Е2-переходов между состояниями дискратно-
го и непрерывного спектров Ne в рамках двухканального вариан-
та /у"кткваюп.'вго связь кластерного и квадрупольного каналов/
последорательнг"о микроскопического подхода - алгебраической
рврсии МРГ. Рассмотрены правомерность аппроксимации непрерывного
спектра дискретными состояниями, принято? в коллективных моделях,
квадрупольное правило сумм и явление гигантского квадрупольного
резонанса.

A.V.Byetrenko, I.P.Okhrimenko

The Connection Between Cluster and Collective Quadrupole

Channels In Ne and E2-Traneitlon Probabilities Between

?he Bound and Continuous Spectrum States

The E2-transition probabilities between the discrete and oonti-

nuous apectrum etatee in lie are investigated using the two-

ohannel version (making allowance for the connection between

cluster and quadrupole channels) ot the consistent mioroscopic

approach, en algebraic version of the RGM. The correctness of

tho approximation of the continuous spectrum by the. discrete

estates, which is usual in collective models, the quadrupole

вит rule and the giant quadrupole resonance phenomenon are oon-

Hidered*
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1. INTRODUCTION
The aim of the present work la to investigate the Influence

of the Interaction between a-oluster and collective quadrupole
channels In

 20
Ne on the E2 -transition probabilities using the

consistent microscopic approach, an algebraic version of the
resonating group method (RGMh A« Is well known, the energy
distribution of E2- transition probabilities In the continuum
spectrum of

 20
Ne exhibits a considerable concentration In energy

range 1 5 - 3 0 MeV (the so-called giant quadrupole resonance, GGR
[1, 2]). A theoretical explanation of this phenomenon was achie-
ved In the microscopic collective models taking Into account the
quadrupole modes of

 20
Ne 13, 4]. However, such models have an

essential shortcoming - they do not give any possibility to
explain the existence of the continuum spectrum itself. The
latter has, therefore, to be approximated by the discrete energy
levels emerging In such models. On the other hand, the descrip-
tion of continuous spectrum Is possible in the approaches making
allowance for the clupter channels of

 20
Ne. first of all, the

a-cluster channel due to Its lowest threshold energy. However,
the models taking account of a single a-cluster mode only do not
explain the behavior of E2-transitlon probabilities 15, 63. In
particular, the GQR remains beyond the theoretical description.
Thus, to iescrlbe the GQR 1л the continuum spectrum. It seems to
be necessary to solve the two-channel problem allowing for both
a-cluster and collective quadrupole modes of

 Z0
Ne as well. It

should be noted that the problem of a similar formulation was
considered In Ref.m, where the collective Sp(6,R) basis was
coupled to the cluster one. Still, a very small number of the
cluster functions employed as well as the treatment used (the
approximation of continuum spectrum by the discrete states
resulting from Hamlltonlan diagonallzation) cast some doubts on
the correctness of such treatment. The point Is, that the cor-
rect description of the continuum spectrum Implies a solution of
the problem with appropriate boundary conditions. Putting in
another way, asymptotlcs of wave function of continuum spectrum
must be taken Into account. As la shown by our calculations, the
consistent treatment of the continuum spectrum states provides



more detailed Information on the E2- probability Dehavjci-,
Main attention has been paid to the correlation between th<?

present results and those obtained by the approximation of th«
continuum spectrum by the discrete states. Alao, we examined tin.'
dependence оГ the obtained results on the nucleon-nucleon foi'~
сев, and the possibility to explain the GQR within the fnuno-
work of the present approach.

Й* GENERATING MATRIX ELEMENTS OF THE GUADRUPOLE OPERATOB,
To calculate the 12-transition probabilities between ilv:

states of
 20
Л'е the «rave functions of these statee in the corres-

ponding oscillator representation and. the matrix elements o* U;e
quaurupole operate;

1

1

are necessary.
The solution to the problem of Interaction between iw

cluster and collective quadrupole modes of
 20
Ne nucleus ana tj<r

:

construction of wave functions of discrete and continuous spec -
ra basing on the algebraic version of the RGM was considered 1л
Refs.[8, 91. Note the normalization of the continuum spectrum
wave functions G

C t fa\ r* {to' \ «̂  л f ъ ь ' ^ /о \

\л/ \j \K ) — W \K ~K } „ \c. }

n

which corresponds to the choice of asymptotics as

n
 %

иг
 (2n+3)

U

(3)
Here Oj. is phase shift for scattering, F

z
 and G

x
 - Coulomb

functions, ft is wave number, ae - Coulomb parameter.
As to the derivation of the partial matrix elements of

operator (t), they may be found, In correspondence with the
technique of generating functions commonly accepted in the
algebraic version of RGH, by expanding in power series the
corresponding generating matrix element <fl,p|O

2M
jp,S> - an



-ria.' integral oi' this operator with generating functions for
\н <;<jn*esr>onding oscillator "oasis (see Ref.t9]), Let us cite an
J,licit ronn or this generating matrix element:

и-
54,

•lere the notations aro introduced:

raere :?, p -?лс! .5, p are the (^neratlng parameters or the xett
i-ли rigj-tt generating tfunotlonu for the cluster (Я and S) and
quadnipoie <j3 ami (i.) oasj/i, :i*efij)octlvely; Л = 1 - ppt2; t = ш- =
c.'drtf .is a cosine ot' an angle between the unit vectors и and ¥
determining the orientation tor cluster and quadrupoie modes in

ne lei't and right generating functions |Я, р> and \S, $>.
i'sspectively; and the vectors ы suid й are defined as & = a-ptv;
i a

я = "f-fltu.

3. THE ̂ -TRAHSITION PSOBABILITIBS ВЕПЕЕН THE STATES Of
DISCRETE AND CONTINUOUS SPECTRA. CKIADRUPOLE SUM RULE AND THE
<5UNT QUADRUPOTi RESONANCE.

In numerical calculations we used the Volkov's ПО] and
Brink-Booker's (11) potentials, and the potentials suggested by
Slmenog and Steshenko 1л Ref.fi2]. The E2-transltlon probabili-
ties (the density of probabilities in case of continuum spect-
<-um) between the states of

 го
Шв and the energy weighted quadru-
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pole sum rule

E К ) |<0|0 |я>| = ^" ĵ

were examined. Here <r
2
>^

/ 2
 denotes the mean square radius for

the |0> state, A = 20 Is number of nucleons.

Results of calculations are represented In fLgures and

tables. In table 1 the B(E2; Z* - O*) probabilities and the

corresponding contributions to sum rule are represented for the

cases as close as possible to those or Refs.[31 and £7), and,
for the sake of comparison, the data from them. The potential
used was BB1 11П, the oscillator radius r

Q
= 1.71 Fm. The number

of quadrupole functions was fixed at *
quadJ

.- 20, whereas the

number or cluster ones was set sequentially equal to N ,-- t

(this corresponds to the work by Oklirlmenko and Steshenko I3J),

6 (this is close to the work by Sudzukl I7J), 20 and 40 (see

also Pigs. ( - 2 ) . The continuum spectrum was approximated by

discrete states resulting from Hamlltonian dlagonallzatlon. the

treatment usual in collective models. The results of similar

calculations (with the same potential and oscillator radius)

basing on the correct functions of continuum spectrum are repre-

sented in ?lgs. 3 - 4. As the obtained data indicate, an inter-

pretation of the results obtained by the approximation of conti-

nuum spectrum by the discrete levels requires certain caution.

Indeed, the discrete data do not provide possibility to estab-

lish the energy Intervals to which the corresponding B(E2)-

probabilltles must be related. In particular, the level In the

21 MeV region (Pig. 2) Is transformed by correct description of

continuum spectrum to the narrow peak in E2- probability distri-

bution, whereas the level at « 6 MeV lias to be related to a very

wide energy range 2 - 2 0 MeV, and, therefore, is almost dissol-

ving (Fig.3).

The results of similar calculations for B(E2; г*-* 0*)

probabilities for V2 potential [10] (m = 0.627, see Hef.(9J) and

for the potential No.3 112} are represented In Pigs. 5 - 8 . The

corresponding contributions to the quadrupole sum rule are given

In Table 2. It should be noted that the use of ¥2 potential



causes essential changes in E2~ probability distribution: their

considerable share (as well as the contribution to the sun rule)

Is transfeiTed from the GQR region to the region of barrier

resonances ( 2 - 5 MeV above threshold). At the saTie time the

potentials BB\ and No. 3 П23 effect the similar results: a very

strong E2- probability concentration In the energy range =* 2i -

25 MeV.

In our analysis the following points should be noted. The

difference between the potentials BB1, No.3 [12] and У2 Is that

the latter produces a considerably greater binding or the sys-

tem. This fact makes It possible to describe the barrier reso-

nances. On the contrary, the potential els'! yields a very low

binding energy of
 20
He, specifically, It gives rise to only a

unique bound state (0
+
; E <* -0.32 MeV with respect to the thres-

hold). The barrier resonances dissolve therewith In the conti-

nuum spectrum. Recall that in experiment 1131 three bov.iiu states

0 \ 2
+
 (1.63 MeV), and 4

+
 (4.25 MeV) are observed. Potential

No.3 [123 describes well the binding energy of
 20
Se nucleus and

the bound state spectrum and yields the correct value of mean

square radius <r
2
>^

/ 2
= 3.0 Pm. Nevertheless, the barrier reso-

nances In the range 2 - 5 MeV appear almost dissolved. For

Illustration see the characteristic phase shifts for a-
 16

0

scattering for the state I" = 2
+
 computed with the use of this

potential (Fig. 9, 10; see also Ref. [9]). Thus, the correlation

Is observed: the more share of E2- probabilities is concentrated

In barrier resonance region, the weaker arid wider appears the

GQR.

In Fig. 1 1 - 1 2 for illustration of the influence of quad-

rupole channel we represent the B2 (E2; 2
+
-> O

+
) probabilities

for the calculations taking account of the only cluster channel.

The potential V2 only was used since the potentials S£fi and No.3
И 2 ] do not yield any bound states in a single cluster channel

approach. Naturally, the peak in « 21 MeV region connected with

the excitation of the quadrupole mode disappears In this case.

4. CONCLUSIONS.

In conclusion let из point out the following items.
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1. The approximation of the continuum spectrum by the discrete

levels of positive energy (even at the large numbers of the
basis cluster functions employed N

gl
 •* 20) appears Insufficient

for the description of E2- probability behavior In
 20
Ne nucleus

for It does not give a W3y to establish the energy region to
which the corresponding discrete data should be related. A
correct description of continuum spectrum In the framework of
the algebraic version of RGM provides essentially more detailed
Information. Also, let us point out the possibility emerged for
the first time to compute immediately the E2- transition proba-
bilities to the arbitrary given energy Interval of continuum
spectrum (lnsi-ad of Its approximating by the discrete data).

Z. As the present calculations indicate, the account of the
interaction between the cluster and collective quadrupole chan-
nels brings about a peculiar competition between the barrier and
quadrupole resonances ar.d leads to the re-dlstrlbutlon of E2-
transltlon probabilities between the corresponding energy re-
gions of continuum spectrum.

3- Present calculations show the fundamental possibility to
explain GQH within the framework of the proposed approach.
However, our attempts to describe colncldentally (I.e. using the
same potential, oscillator radius and other parameters of the
problem) such properties of

 20
Se as bound and continuum state

spectra, mean square radius and GQR have not met with success.
We can cite the following credible reasons for this:

a) the absence of available potentials adequate to the
problem. Recall that the potentials used are mainly derived Ггош
the scattering data on light nuclei;

b) the use of common oscillator radius for both clusters,
which makes difficult the description of their sizes.

Let us also point out that the presented two-channel
calculations give rise to a very narrow peak in E2- probability
distribution, whereas the GQR observed in experiment manifests
itself as a very broad maximum. Apparently, to explain this fact
the other degrees of freedom should be Involved, cluster and
collective as well.

In conclusion the authors express their gratitude to Plllp-
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pov ':,. F. and VaiiLluvsky V. S. for constant Interest In the work
arid valuabJe dlscusolons.
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FIGUU2 AND- TABLE CAPTIONS

Pig. 1. B(E2; 2
1
 • 0

+
j probabilities, obtained by the

approximation or cuntlnuutii tipectnn by tlie dlsa-ete states. 6

cluster DOd 20 quiidrupole functions are taken Into account. The

potential is Д81, oscillator radius r
Q
 - 1.71 Fin. This case Is

close to the work by Suzuki 17].

Pig. 2. 'Гае same, as in T.lg. 1, but the Das la used Is 40

cluster and 20 quadrupole functions.

Jig. 3. Density cf E2-transition probabilities obtained by

the correct description of continuum spectrum. The parameters

are the same as In fig. 1. A very narrow resonance at E
x
 - 1.П8

MeV la omitted (It Is represented In fig. 4 on a separate

scale).

Fig. 4. A very narrow resonance corresponding to the bound

state of £0Ne at Ex - 1.63 KeV. The potential and oscillator
radius are the same as In foregoing figures.

Fig. 5. The probabilities of 2 +- 0+ transitions obtained by
the approximation or continuum spectrum by the discrete states.
The calculations are carried out ror the potential No.3 [121;
oscillator radius rQ ~ \ .73 Pm; the configuration of the baels
Is 20 quadrupole and 40 cluster functions.

Fig. 6. Density of E2-transltlon probabilities obtained by
the correct description of continuum Bpectrum. The parameters
are the same as in fig. 5.

Pig. 7. The probabilities of 2*- 0* transitions obtained by
the approximation of continuum spectrum by the discrete states.
The calculations are carried out for the potential V2 M O ] ;
oscillator radius ro = 2.38 Pm; the configuration of the basis
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ls 20 quadrupole and 40 cluster functions.
Fig. 8. Density of E2-transltlon probabilities obtained by

the correct description of continuum spectrum. The parameters
are the same aa In fig. 7.

Fig. 9. Phase shllts for a-
16
0 scattering lor the state Z*=

2*. The potential Is BB^ , oscillator radius r
Q
 = 1.71 Fm.

Fig. 1С.Phase shifts for a-
i6
0 scattering for the state l"=

2*. The potential Is No.3 M2J, oscillator radius r
Q
 = 1.73 Fm.

Fig. 11. The probabilities of E2-transitions taking into
account only cluster mode. The basis Is 30 cluster 'unctions.
Potential: 72; oscillator radius r

Q
 - 2.30 Fm.

Pig. 1Z. Density of E2-transltion probabilities obtained oy
the correct description of continuum spectrum. The parameters
are the same as In tig. 11. Only the cluster mode la taken Into
account (30 cluster functions).

Table 1. A comparison or the data obtained by the
approximation of the continuum spectrum by the discrete
states with the results of work by Suzuki 173 and experiment
(11. Potential is BB\; oscillator radius r

Q
 = 1.71 Fm. Notation:

S - theoretical limit of quadrupole sum rule (5). e
z
fm

4
; <г

г
>^

/ я

- mean square radius.

Table. 2. The contributions to the quadrupole sum rule
calculated by the approximation of tiie continuum spectrum by the
discrete states for the potentials 72 ПОЗ и No.3 1121.
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Table 1.

Present results;

basie: 20 quadrupole functions

S = 755

<г

г
>
1

0

/г
 = 3.03 Pm

basis: 20 quadrupole functions

+ 6 cluster functions

S = 758

<г
2
>]/

2
 = 3.03 Pm

basis: 20 quaclrupole functions

+ 20 cluster Гипс (.ions

S = 806

<г
г
>

1

0

/г
 = 3.13 Pm

basis: 20 quaclrupole functions
+ 40 cluster functions

5 = 81 f

<г
г
>

1

0

/г
 = 3.U Fm

Results by Suzuki Г71

E, MeV

5.28

21.5

36.5

1.18

17.7

20.0

34.7

1.12

6.90

13.5

21.2

23.2

1.12
4.46

7.46

11.7

17.3

21,2

24.3

0.98

15.7

21.9-

30.3

33.7

34.5

B(E2)

93.0

13.6

.141

95.5

6.08

5.80

0976

131

13.6

1.00

5.41

.424

137

12.9

2.92

4.88

,280

5.21

i.47

91.3

5.9

6.4
9.2

0.2

2.3

%%

12.1

31.0

.602

14.1

14.2

15.3

0.447

18.3

11.7

1.68

14.2

1 -22

18.8

7.12

2.69

7.05

,599

13.6

4.41

12

12

19
37

0.9

1!
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Table 1. Extension.

Experiment t1] 1.63

7.8

10.4-1 J. 2

13.0

13.7

14.2-15.9

15.9-18.0

18.0-25.0

8.2

3.7

2.3

6.4

6.2

12

11

50

Table 2.

Present results;

Potential 72 ПОЗ;
basis: 20 quadrupole runctlons

+ 40 cluster functions
S = 1120

<r
2
>^

/ 2
 = 3.69 Pm

Potential V2 MOJ;
basis: 30 cluster functions

S = 1211

<r
2
>^

/ 2
 = 3.83 Pm

Potential No.3 H2l;
basis: 20 quadrupole functions

+ 40 cluster functions
S = 757 •

<г?>у
г
 • 3.03 Pm

E .MeV

1.07

7.13

7.78

9.53

11 .9

14.7

16.7

18.8

.814

5.96

7.18

9.70

13.1

17.3

28.0

.858

8.38

11.7

15.1

20.6

24.7

27.5

3(E2)

52.6

7.07

12,2

4.93

3.12

2.61

Z.2Z
.011

103.

9.37

11.6

3.77

1.18

.325

.0226 .

87.1

.559

3.19

2.85

.972

5.43

.016 .

%%

5.03

4.49

8.48

4.19

3.20

3.41

3.30

.0186

6.93

4.61

6.88

3.02

1.27

.464

0521

9.86

.618

4.92
5.70
2.64

17.7
058
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